By Mountain Woods Furniture®

R

ustic Arts Log Furniture is a line of aspen wood creations designed for the bedrooms of our
value-minded customers. This budget line of log furniture is handcrafted in the Rocky Mountains,
and brings the beauty of nature to ski lodges, log homes, cabins, ranches, and suburban dwellings
across the country. Our pieces have also added a rustic touch to unique lodges and hotels.
The people who handcraft this line also create our Heirloom line of Mountain Woods Log Furniture,
and our rustic Wyoming Collection—created from reclaimed, weathered wood. So you can expect
years of durable service and enjoyment from each piece of Rustic Arts Log Furniture. Our company
is a leading American producer of rustic furniture since 1991, and our skilled artisans are masters at
bringing out the best the wood has to offer.
Our Rustic Arts Log Furniture line has its own class of design features, and is meticulously and durably
created from nicely-charactered aspen wood.

Log Beds
•

Our corral-style log beds fit
around a standard metal bed
frame.

•

Dual side rails provide support,
while the lower rails hide the
metal frame.

•

Beds are available in twin, full,
queen, and king—or cal-king sizes.
If you just want a log touch in the
bedroom, a headboard can be
purchased separately.

•

All joints utilize time-tested
mortise and tenon construction,
and each hearty aspen spindle
fits snugly into the stringer, creating a sturdy
handcrafted log bed

•

Rustic Arts log beds are finished with a
polyacrylic sealant.

Queen Plateau II Bed and 5-Drawer Chest

For those who prefer a darker finish, all Rustic Arts
pieces are available in our Bronze Aspen stain.
Bronze Aspen
Plateau Headboard

Continued on back

Continued from front

Casegoods (Dressers, Chests and Nightstands)
•

All casegoods have dovetail drawers for strength and stability and are available in half-log or flat drawer
fronts. These pieces have aspen corner trim and leg bases.

•

The casegoods tops showcase thick, naturally-curved log edges on the front and sides.

•

High-quality roller glides and durable hinges are used throughout.

•

Rustic Arts pieces are protected all over with polyacrylic finish to resist moisture and stains.

54” 6-Drawer Dresser

Casegood Detail

5-Drawer Chest

Wall Mount Mirror

1-Drawer, 1-Door Nightstands

Chests shown with flat drawer fronts
or half-log drawer

Side Table
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Small Side Table

